GERARD ROOFS
®

WOODEN HOUSES
BROCHURE

60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Developed in New Zealand to withstand extreme climatic conditions, a
GERARD® lightweight roof will stand up to any weather. It is a roof made of
steel; strong and durable. The natural stone coating creates a classic look.
A roof that defies heavy rain, high winds, snow, ice and hail, which is why we
give you a 50-year warranty with confidence. Gerard offers a wide selection of
profiles and colours and is the perfect choice if you decide to reroof.

Profile: Gerard Corona, Colour: Deep Black

STEEL & WOOD – NATURE’S PARTNERS
The natural aesthetic appeal of a Shake roof has been recreated in the
GERARD® CORONA SHAKE profile.
Our wide range of tile profiles and colours makes it easy to find your perfect roof.
Not only are GERARD® colours aesthetically pleasing, they do not fade, and the
unique volcanic rock chip coating guarantees the unchanged colour effects.

INSPIRATIONS

MATERIAL STRUCTURE
CLEAR ACRYLIC OVERGLAZE
NATURAL STONE TEXTURED FINISH
BASECOAT
2-MICRON ACRYLIC RESIN
ALUMINIUM-ZINC PROTECTIVE LAYER
STEEL BASE
ALUMINIUM-ZINC PROTECTIVE LAYER
2-MICRON ACRYLIC RESIN

THE ROOF WITH TRADITION

FIRE RESISTANT

GERARD® Roofs are the culmination of decades of
development that began in New Zealand in the early
1950’s. GERARD® Roofs can be found in over 130
countries worldwide.

GERARD® roofs have passed stringent international
fire tests. The incombustible steel substrate and
surface coating prevent the spread of flames when
exposed to fire. The lightweight nature of GERARD®
roofs considerably reduces the potential for the roof
to collapse.

LIGHTWEIGHT AND IDEAL FOR
RE-ROOFING
A GERARD® roof is up to 7 times lighter than
traditional roofing products. This means substantial
savings can be achieved in structural costs – no
need to replace or strengthen the existing roof
substructure. GERARD® tiles are not heavy or
bulky, which reduces delivery costs and enables
transportation to remote or mountainous areas not
easily accessed by heavy goods vehicles.

50 YEARS WARRANTY
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GERARD® offers you a 50
years limited Waterproof
Warranty, in addition to
quality
customer service.
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GERARD® is guaranteed to be long lasting.
Aluminium-zinc coated steel has superior long term
corrosion resistance.

Steel can be recycled infinitely,
without loosing any of its
qualities. Rainwater collected
from GERARD® roofs has been
tested and meets the World
Health Organisation's criteria for
drinking water.
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EXTREMELY LONG LASTING

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND
RECYCLABLE
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Once installed it requires no maintenance and will
protect your house for many years to come.

Although GERARD® roofs are made of metal, they
are not noisy. The natural chip coating minimises the
noise of rain on the roof.
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MAINTENANCE AND WORRY FREE

NOISE RESISTANT
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A GERARD® roof defies high winds, heavy rain, snow,
ice and hail. It is a roof for tomorrow's climate.
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RESISTANT TO EXTREME CLIMATIC
CONDITIONS
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LIGHTWEIGHT

WIND & STORM
RESISTANT

SNOW & ICE
RESISTANT

HAIL RESISTANT

FIRE RESISTANT

NOISE RESISTANT

STRUCTURE

VENTILATION

GERARD CORONA

GERARD CLASSIC

GERARD HERITAGE

GERARD DIAMANT

GERARD SENATOR

GERARD MILANO

GERARD ALPINE SLATE

GERARD ELEGANTA

ROOFTG Europe
Michielenweg 3,
3700 Tongeren, Belgium
Phone: (+32) 12 24 18 01
Fax: (+32) 12 24 18 02
Email: info.europe@rooftg.com

www.gerardroofs.eu
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